
  UNAPOLOGETICALLY DEFEND THE CONSTITUTION AND OUR 2ND AMENDMENT   
I am an unapologetic supporter of the 2nd Amendment. It is the first and last line of defense 
against tyranny from internal and external threats. Tyrannical governments like China and Iran 
provide a valuable lesson: the key difference between talking about individual rights vs. securing 
individual rights is the 2nd Amendment. Our firearms protect all freedoms.

 FIGHT EFFORTS TO WEAPONIZE SOCIAL CREDIT SCORE AGAINST LAW ABIDING GUN OWNERS   
Social Credit Scores (SCSs) are used by Communist China to terrorize their political opponents.  
Now, US activists are pushing credit card companies and financial institutions to track and limit the 
purchase of firearms by lawful citizens using the same means. I will end government policies that 
foster the growing “ESG” cancer in our economy that punishes Americans through the backdoor.

 RIP UP RED FLAG GUN LAWS   Red Flag Guns Laws (RFGL) are overbroad, ripe for abuse, and 
must be stopped. Today, rogue judges and bureaucrats weaponize them to menace their political 
opponents. As President, I will use my federal powers to limit and remove existing RFGLs. If any 
states refuse to cooperate, I will halt federal funds until they comply.

 SHUT DOWN AND REPLACE THE BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, FIREARMS AND   
 EXPLOSIVES (ATF)   The ATF is an agency beyond repair. We will shut down and build from 
scratch a leaner, freer agency with a staff that supports the Constitution. The ATF’s pursuit of gun 
owners who use pistol braces is unconstitutional. The Biden Administration is using this ploy to 
empower the ATF to build a database of the estimated 10-40 million Americans who own pistol 
braces. We will erase that database.

 PROTECT OUR CHILDREN: PUT ARMED MARSHALS IN EVERY SCHOOL IN AMERICA    
We protect green pieces of paper in a bank with more armed guards than we do our kids in schools.  
We spend $80+ billion per year through the U.S. Dept of Education (DOE) that helps fund 
radical gender and racial ideology that fuels a mental health epidemic, but don’t protect our kids  
in our schools from being killed by the consequences of that mental health epidemic. When I shut 
down the DOE, I will distribute a portion of the savings to put armed marshals in every school to 
protect every kid in America from these tragedies.
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